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Abstract 

In billet rolling the tensile stress between the rolling stands has a substantial influence 
on the rolling product. The course of stresses and velocities in billet rolling is a very interesting 
topic of bulk forming. Principally, rolling mill engineers are substantially interested in the area 
of the cross section of the rolled stock.  

With respect to a trouble free processing it must be within the demanded tolerances of 
measurement and is influenced by the tensile stresses between the rolling stands. Furthermore, 
rolling forces and rolling torque depend on the combination of the several rolling stands. Rolling 
forces, torque, tensile stresses as well as the area of the cross section of the rolling material are 
of main interest in billet rolling.  

This paper deals with the course of the above mentioned parameters in a roughing train. 
As the several stands of a roughing train are mutually influenced, two joined stands have been 
investigated together. The effects of the second stand on the first stand are shown. To gain 
variable rolling conditions the numbers of revolutions of the rolls of the second stand have been 
varied. The following introduced numerical simulation has been performed by means of the 
finite element programme DEFORM 3D. 
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Abstrakt 

Pri valcovaní sochorov ťahové napätia medzi valcovacími stolicami majú podstatný 
vplyv na vývalok. Závažnou otázkou objemového tvárnenia je skúmanie priebehu napätí 
a rýchlostí v priebehu valcovania napr. sochorov. Pre odborníkov má veľký význam priečny 
prierez sochorov počas valcovania (parametre, zmena, atď.).  

Pre bezproblémový priebeh procesu valcovania jednotlivé rozmery priečnych prierezov 
musia byť v požadovaných toleranciách. Tieto rozmery závisia od ťahových napätí medzi 
valcovacími stolicami. Naviac valcovacie sily a valcovací moment závisia od vlastností procesu 
valcovania na viacerých použitých valcovacích stolíc. Valcovacia sila, moment, ťahové napätie 
ako aj plocha priečneho prierezu valcovaného materiálu zohrávajú podstatnú úlohu pri valcovaní 
sochorov.  
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Tento článok je venovaný priebehu vyššie spomínaných parametrov predvalcovacieho 
poradia. Ak niekoľko stolíc predvalcovacieho poradia sa súčastne ovplyvňuje, potom ich 
musíme skúmať spolu. V danom článku sa zaoberáme modelovaním procesu valcovania na 
dvoch valcovacích stoliciach ako celku. Bol študovaný vplyv parametrov druhej stolice na prvú. 
Premenlivosť valcovacích podmienok bola dosiahnutá zmenou rýchlosti otáčania sa valcov 
druhej valcovacej stolice. Simulácie uvedených dejov boli realizované pomocou softvérového 
produktu DEFORM 3D, ktorý pracuje na báze metódy konečných prvkov.  
 
 
1. Introduction 

From the mechanical engineering point of view the knowledge about forces and torque 
is essential for the correct choice of drives, spindles and so on. Schauer and Springer [1] dealt 
with the tension control of interlinked large drives. From the process engineering point of view 
the rolling parameters like temperature, rolling speed, tensile stress between the rolling stands 
and so on have a decisive influence on the material flow. Oehlstöter [2] and Luft [3] investigated 
the influence of various rolling conditions on the rolled stock. As there is a strong 
interdependence between mechanical engineering and process engineering one must take into 
consideration both points of view to achieve a satisfactory quality of the rolled material. 

Nowadays finite element simulations are performed to investigate the above mentioned 
parameters. However, one must strictly differ between a roughing train, an intermediate train 
and a finishing train. The reasons for this fact are different shape factors ld/hm and different 
projected contact areas relative to the cross section areas of the rolled stock Sd/S as it will be 
explained below. The tensile stresses are adjusted by means of a velocity grading between the 
stands. If the tensile stresses are zero, the velocities are adjusted in this way which represents an 
uncoupled rolling process. However, in real processing that is almost impossible. That is why 
rolling mill engineers prefer rolling with slight tensile stresses between the stands. Furthermore, 
slight tensile stresses ensure stable rolling conditions. However, they change the area of the 
cross section of the rolled stock according to their quantity. It is a fact that these tensile stresses 
are caused by frictional shear stresses in the rolling gap. 

If we have a look at two rolling stands, we will see easily that he shear stresses and the 
tensile stresses, respectively, will grow, if the speed of the second stand increases. However, 
there is a limit because the rolling material will slip more and more in the second stand, if the 
speed is to high. Slipping itself depends on the ratio of projected contact area to the area of the 
cross section of the rolled stock. As this ratio is less in a roughing train than in an intermediate 
or finishing train, higher tensile stresses can be applied to thin rolling stock; i. e. in an 
intermediate or finishing mill. 

In this paper the course of stresses and velocities between two roughing trains are 
shown. In a further project two stands of an intermediate train and of a finishing train are 
investigated. 
 
 
2.    Methods and materials 
2.1 FEM – Model of rolling in a roughing train 

To investigate the above mentioned parameters, two stands of a roughing train have 
been modelled and computed by means of the finite element programme DEFORM 3D (Fig.1). 
The 1000 mm long billet consists of 23300 tetrahedron elements. Its initial height as well as 
width is 125,5 mm. Its thickness after the first pass is 95 mm which is also the width after the 
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second pass. The cross section after the first as well as the second pass depends on the rolling 
speed of the second stand. All grooved rolls are rigid with a diameter of 550 mm. The initial 
velocity of the billet is 0,28 m/s. Its initial temperature is 1086 °C. At the very beginning the 
billet is pushed into the rolling gap until rolling condition is fulfilled. When the rolls have 
gripped he pusher is not needed anymore. 
 

 
 

Fig.1 3D - Model of two break down stands 
 
 

The contact between the rolls and the billet is defined by a master – slave algorithm 
with a Coulomb friction coefficient of 0,33. That means that frictional stress is proportional to 
the normal stress at the roll-sheet interface pµτ ⋅= . The sliding stresses depend on the yield 

stress of the workpiece. If the equivalent shear stress 2
2τ

2
1τeqτ +=  is as great as the critical 

shear stress, τcrit, which is proportional to the contact pressure, p, the sliding stresses cannot 
increase. In that case the shear stress at the roll surface is set equal to the yield stress of the 
rolling material. 

In any computation the rolling speed of the first stand is n1 = 10,8 min-1. Nine 
simulations with different rolling speeds of n21 = 13,9 min-1, n22 = 14,25 min-1 and n23 = 14,6 
min-1 n24 = 14,94 min-1 n25 = 15,29 min-1 n26 = 16,68 min-1 n27 = 18,07 min-1 n28 = 19,46 min-1 
n29 = 20,85 min-1 in the second stand have been accomplished. Regarding n21 = 13,9 min-1 is the 
status quo that means an increase of speeds by 2,5 %, 5 %, 7,5 %, 10 %, 20 %, 30 %, 40 % and 
50 %. However, all other parameters have been kept constant. We denote the difference n2i - n21 
as a ∆n . 

In another paper Harrer, Kvačkaj and Pokorný [4] only one stand of a roughing train 
has been investigated. 
 
 
2.2 Material model 

The material model describes the rolling process for low carbon steel. The yield stress 
has been calculated by the equation of Hensel – Spittel for (1) [5]. That means that the influence 
of strain, strain rate and temperature on the yield stress has been considered. 
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With = 109 MPa, 

0Pσ 13,266AAA 321 =⋅⋅ , m1 = 0,0025, m2 = 0,174 and m3 = 0,139. 

The rolling temperature is 1086 °C. Temperature changes during rolling have been omitted 
in this calculation. 
 
 
3. Analysis of results 

Fig.2 shows the cross section of the rolling stock in its initial condition and after the 
first and second stand of a roughing mill, respectively. It is a result of a finite element simulation 
by DEFORM 3D. After the first stand the cross section is 12243 mm2 and the arc of the 
projected contact length is 111 mm. With  b0 = 125,6 mm and b1 = 132,76 mm of Fig.1 we can 
calculate a medium value of width which is 18,129

2
76,1326,125bmI =

+
=  mm and as a result a 

medium projected contact area of 98,14338blS mIdIdmI =⋅=  mm2. Therefore, the projected contact 

area relative to the cross section of the rolled stock is 17,1
12243

98,14338
S

S

1

dmI == . The shape factor 

ldI/hmI is 111/110,3 = 1,006. After the second stand the cross section is S2 = 9398 mm2. The arc 
of the projected contact length is ldII = 81,5 mm. The medium value of width of the rolling stock 

in stand two is, according to Fig. 1, 9,99
2

89,10495bmII =
+

=  mm. The medium projected 

contact area is 85,8141blS mIIdIIdmII =⋅=  mm2. Consequently, the projected contact area relative 

to the cross section of the rolled stock is 866,0
9398

85,8141
S

S

2

dmII == . Furthermore, the shape factor 

ldII/hmII is 81,5/113,88 = 0,716. 
 

 

S 0 = 15780 mm 2 S 1 = 12243 mm 2 S 2 = 9398 mm 2 

 
 

Fig.2 Cross section of the rolling stock in the first two stands of a roughing mill 
 
 

With increasing rolling speed in the second stand the rolling forces decrease in both 
stands (Fig.3). However, if ∆n in the second stand increases more than 10 %  the slope of both 
curves will become flatter. After ∆n = 20 % we even see a slight rise of both curves. That is an 
indication that the rolling stock is slipping more and more in the second stand because a higher 
longitudinal force cannot be applied to the rolling stock due to the ratio of SdmII/S2. 
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Fig.3 Rolling force as a function of ∆n in the second stand 

 
 

Fig.4 shows the rolling torque as a function of the number of revolutions in stand two. 
With increasing revolutions the torque in stand one decreases while it increases in stand two. 
However, when ∆n rises more than 20 % the torque of stand one rises while it drops in stand 
two. Again we can see easily, that the rolling stock is slipping in stand two. 
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Fig.4 Rolling torque as a function of ∆n in the second stand 

 
 

Another interesting indication for slipping is the course of longitudinal stresses in the 
rolling stock between the two considered stands (Fig.5). It is obvious that the stresses will rise 
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with an increasing number of revolutions in the second stand. However, they will drop, if the 
rolling speed in the second stand is to high. That means that no higher longitudinal stresses can 
be applied to the rolling material. The maximum longitudinal stress applied is about 10 MPa 
what is approximately 20 % of the flow stress. 
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Fig.5 Longitudinal stresses between two rolling stands 

 
 

Furthermore, we see that the stresses are a little bit higher at the surface than in the mid 
plane of the rolled material. 
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Fig.6 Velocity of the rolling material between two rolling stands 
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Fig.6 shows the course of velocities of the rolling stock between the two rolling stands. 
Until Dn rises to 10 % we have a linear dependence between Dn and Dv. However, with 
increasing numbers of revolutions in the second stand the correlation between Dn and Dv is 
strongly not linear. Furthermore, the picture shows, that Dv does not rise 5 % when Dn increases 
5 %. That means that we have a clear interdependence between the regarded velocities but the 
ratio of this interdependence is not 1:1 what means that slipping increases with increasing 
numbers of revolutions. As the mass balance must be fulfilled, the speed of the rolled stock 
drops when the material is slipping too much in stand two. 
 
 
Conclusions 

In this paper two stands of a roughing train have been investigated. Thereby the 
numbers of revolutions of the second stand have been increased and the interdependence 
between rolling speed, rolling force, rolling torque, longitudinal stresses in the rolling material 
as well as the velocity of the rolling material between the two stands has been observed. The 
authors come to the conclusion, that the above mentioned parameters show a linear dependence 
on the rolling speed of the second stand as far as it rises to ∆n = 10 %. However, this  
interdependence is at no rate 1:1. Afterwards no linearity can be observed, because the influence 
of slipping of the rolling stock becomes bigger and bigger. The more the rolling material is 
slipping in the rolling gap the less are the longitudinal stresses which can be applied. 

Slipping as well as the applicable stresses depend on the shape factor ld/hm and on the 
ratio of projected contact areas relative to the cross section areas of the rolled stock Sd/S. As 
these influences change with roll diameters as well as with the dropping areas of the rolled 
material, of course, we can assume that higher longitudinal stresses can be applied to the rolling 
material in an intermediate train and in a finishing train, respectively. Therefore, the task of the 
next research project is to investigate an intermediate train as well as a finishing train. 
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